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An inside-Washington thriller about 
an ambitious law clerk thrown into 
a life-or-death treasure hunt with 
major national implications when 

the Supreme Court justice she works 
for slips into a sudden coma. 

Cormoran Strike bk. 5 
Private Detective Cormoran Strike is 

visiting his family in Cornwall when he 
is approached by a woman asking for 

help finding her mother, Margot 
Bamborough – who went missing in 
mysterious circumstances in 1974. 

 
 



  
Billy Summers is a man in a room 

with a gun. He’s a killer for hire and 
the best in the business. But he’ll do 
the job only if the target is a truly 
bad guy. And now Billy wants out. 

But first there is one last hit. 
Billy is among the best snipers in the 
world, a decorated Iraq war vet, 

a Houdini when it comes to 
vanishing after the job is done. 

So what could possibly go wrong? 
How about everything. 

This spectacular can’t-put-it-down 
novel is part war story, part love 
letter to small town America and 
the people who live there, and 

it features one of the most 
compelling and surprising duos in 
King fiction, who set out to avenge 
the crimes of an extraordinarily 

evil man. It’s about love, luck, fate, 
and a complex hero with one last 

shot at redemption. 

Everyone was dead. 
Indian raiders massacred the entire 
wagon train. Only seven-year-old 
Hardy Collins and three-year-old 

Betty Sue Powell, managed to 
survive. With a knife, a faithful 
stallion, and the survival lessons 

his father taught him, Hardy must 
face the challenges of the open 

prairie as they head west in 
search of help. Using ingenuity 

and common sense, Hardy builds 
shelters, forages for food, and 
learns to care for Betty Sue. 
But their journey through this 
hostile wilderness is being 

tracked by even more hostile men. 
And, as he struggles to keep them 

alive, Hardy realizes that their 
survival may depend on his ability 
to go far beyond what his father 

had been able to teach him. 

 


